Costa Rica Travel Guide: The Top 10 Highlights in Costa Rica

Plan Your Perfect Vacation in Costa Rica
and Discover Everything From the Deep
Corners of the Jungle to the Beautiful
BeachesCosta Rica is one of the most
idyllic countries in the world, boasting
beautiful beaches, incredible wilderness,
and an eclectic culture. Whether you want
to plan a few days of relaxation at the
beach or an adrenaline filled vacation, you
will definitely need the Costa Rica Travel
Guide. This easy to read, compact e-book
will give you plenty of ideas on how to
plan your once-in-a-lifetime trip. This
Central American country is mostly
famous for the large biodiversity housed in
the jungle that covers most of Costa Rica.
If youre a nature enthusiast or simply love
to explore wild and untouched corners of
the world, than this is the place for you.
Did you know Costa Rica has 5 percent of
the biodiversity in the entire world? This
place is also a true paradise for
birdwatchers, especially for those who
want to catch a glimpse of the most famous
bird in the country
the resplendent
Quetzal.What is more, most coastal towns
in Costa Rica are a magnet for surfers who
instantly fall in love with the great waves
on both coasts. Whether youre a pro or you
feel like you need more lessons, tiny
villages like Tamarindo or Montezuma
offers several surfing schools and beautiful
secluded beaches where you can look for
the perfect wave.If you want to find out
which beaches are best for snorkeling and
scuba diving, or which are the perfect spots
for swimming, you have to get the Costa
Rica Travel Guide.Inside Costa Rica
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Gerardo de DotaIf you are interested in
discovering the local flavor of this country
then you should definitely explore the heart
and soul of Costa Rica, its capital San Jose.
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Though its not a very large city, San Jose
offers unique insights into Costa Ricans
daily lives form their passion for theatre to
the beautiful handmade souvenirs sold on
every street corner by lively street
vendors.If you want to know more about
the exciting places hidden in the jungle of
Costa Rica then you have to get the Costa
Rica Travel Guide right now.
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